Abstract-This paper presents an artificial ant colony approach to distributed sensor wakeup control (SWC) in wireless sensor networks (WSN) to accomplish the joint task of surveillance and target tracking. Each sensor node is modeled as an ant, and the problem of target detection is modeled as the food locating by ants. Once the food is found, the ant will release pheromone. The communication, invalidation, and fusion of target information are modeled as the processes of pheromone diffusion, loss, and accumulation. Since the accumulated pheromone can measure the existence of a target, it is used to determine the probability of ant-searching activity in the next round. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first biologically inspired SWC method in the WSN. Such a biologically inspired method has multiple desirable advantages. First, it is distributive and does not require a centralized control or cluster leaders. Therefore, it is free of the problems caused by leader failures and can save the communication cost for leader selection. Second, it is robust to false alarms because the pheromone is accumulated temporally and spatially and thus is more reliable for wakeup control. Third, the proposed method does not need the knowledge of node position. Two theorems are presented to analytically determine the key parameters in the method: the minimum and maximum pheromone. Simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in comparison with representative methods.
with thousands of tiny and inexpensive sensor nodes, which are scattered over a vast field for the sensing tasks [1] . One of the common applications of WSN is to detect and track the target, such as an intruder toward forbidden zones or a tank in the battlefield [2] . WSN has great potentials in military and civil applications, including battlefield surveillance, environmental protection, and traffic monitoring [3] , [4] .
For each sensor node, the probability of target occurrence is statistically low because the sensing vicinity of a single node occupies only a very small portion of the whole sensing zone. Therefore, sensing without wakeup control will spend much energy in the absence of target. Even a target appears, sensing without wakeup control will still consume too much energy for processing and transmitting excessively redundant information due to the dense node deployment. In many applications, the sensors are driven by unrechargeable microbatteries with very limited power. Therefore, it is of high demand to develop effective sensor wakeup control (SWC) schemes for energy-efficient sensing tasks. In general, SWC can be classified into three categories: surveillance oriented, tracking oriented, and topology oriented [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In surveillance, it is unknown when and where a target will appear. Thus, the sensor nodes are required to work in turns to achieve a homogeneous coverage of a wide area with even energy consumption [7] . In the surveillance-oriented SWC, the sensor nodes switch their operation modes between "sleep" and "wakeup" independently and randomly with a preset probability. The surveillance-oriented SWC can be implemented by random independent sleeping (RIS) [8] asynchronously or randomized activation (RA) [9] synchronously. The surveillance-oriented SWC is simple to implement. It is free of the communication cost for node collaboration and does not need node localization. However, due to the lack of node collaboration, it cannot use the target information collected in a neighborhood to improve the wakeup control efficiency.
In target tracking, the target moves and even maneuvers. The tracking-oriented SWC focuses on how to dynamically wake up the nodes surrounding the moving target in order for intensive node coverage of the target [5] . The tracking-oriented SWC uses one or more cluster leaders, which are in charge of collecting the target reports, predicting the target position and waking up the nodes in the vicinity of the predicted target location. In the selective activation (SA) scheme [9] , the leader wakes up the nodes within the circle centered at the predicted target with radius being the node sensing range. The awaken nodes try to detect the target and go back to "sleep" if no target is found. The target is located as the centroid of the nodes that discover the target. The location of the target at the next time is predicted as the linear combination of the two latest estimates of target location. In the dynamic convoy tree-based collaboration (DCTC) scheme [10] , the nodes that detect the target will cooperatively select a root and construct an initial tree. The root collects information from the tree nodes, predicts the target movement, and chooses the tree nodes for power-efficient tracking. However, in DCTC it is assumed that the target exists and has been detected. Moreover, DCTC requires accurate node localization. A big node localization error will lead to a significant prediction offset of target position and further deteriorate the performance of wakeup control.
The third strategy of SWC, such as the probing environment and adaptive sleeping (PEAS)-based [8] scheme, was originated from the study of network topology control [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and can be used for both the surveillance and target tracking. The surveillance zone is divided into many clusters. The sensor nodes in the same cluster periodically elect their leader to gather the target information. The cluster members randomly switch between "wakeup" and "sleep." If the leader finds a target, it will wake up all cluster members, while if a member finds a target, it will wake up its neighbors. As a direct combination of surveillance-oriented and tracking-oriented SWC, however, the topology-oriented SWC suffers from false alarms because any target-existence reported by a single node will wake all its neighbors. The false alarms will lead to severe false wakeups, especially for node-intensive WSN. Nonetheless, false alarms are inevitable under complex environments. Thus, it is highly demanded to develop new SWC methods, which are robust to false alarms in joint surveillance and tracking. This paper presents an artificial ant-colony-based approach to online distributed SWC. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first biologically inspired SWC method for WSN. The proposed method has many desirable properties. First, it is a joint surveillance and tracking scheme. The positive-feedback accumulation of pheromone supports the prompt task switches between surveillance and tracking. Second, the pheromone accumulation integrates the temporal and spatial information of a target so that it is robust to false alarms. Third, the proposed scheme requires neither a centralized control nor cluster leaders. Thus many problems caused by leader failures are avoided and the communication cost of leader selection is saved. Moreover, it does not need to know the node position and thus is free of node localization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the ant-colony method for the SWC. Section III presents two theorems for parameter determination according to the sensing requirements. Section IV presents simulations to evaluate and analyze the proposed method. Section V concludes the paper.
II. BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED SCHEME FOR SWC
In some biological collective systems, e.g., ant colonies, each individual has very limited ability of sensing, processing, memorizing, and communicating and hence has little capability to accomplish global objectives alone. However, via seemingly simple interaction among multiple individuals, the global objectives can be reached due to the emergence behavior [16] , [17] , [29] [30] [31] [32] . In recent years, much attention has been paid to distributive optimization with collective intelligence, especially ant colony optimization (ACO) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , [33] [34] [35] [36] . The biologically inspired modeling has many merits. For example, each individual only needs to do simple response without complex computing, memorizing, or communicating, and hence the energy cost for each node is very limited. Swarm intelligence, such as artificial ant colony, has positive feedback mechanism, which supports prompt task switches. The optimization can be accomplished even in the case that each individual is much limited in sensing ability. Recently, many works have been done on the biologically inspired WSN modeling, such as cooperative routing [23] , operating system design [24] , thread management [25] , time synchronicity [26] , and sensor movement strategy [27] . However, little research has been reported on the biologically inspired SWC. To this end, in this paper, we propose a biologically inspired SWC scheme for joint surveillance and tracking.
In WSNs, the clock in each node needs periodical time synchronization for node collaboration. As in many other works, such as RA [9] , SA [9] , DCTC [10] , and PEAS-based [12] methods, in this paper, we assume that the time synchronization is guaranteed, and we consider a class of commonly used time synchronization protocols, the round-based synchronization protocols, such as the sensor-medium access control (S-MAC) protocol [11] , as shown in Fig. 1 . In such protocols, each operating period (called round) has two phases, "wake/sleep" and "R/S." In the phase of "wake/sleep," a node randomly chooses the state of "wake" or "sleep" according to its "wake probability." The node in the "wake" state turns on its sensing module and initializes target detecting, while the node in the "sleep" state turns off its sensing module for energy saving. In the phase of "R/S," the nodes receive messages for collaboration and only the nodes that find the target in this round will send messages of target information to their neighbors. Besides sending messages in the "R/S" phase, each node will also periodically send to its neighbors the message stamped by its local time clock for time synchronization. Such time synchronization is independent of application-level wakeup control and hence is not considered in designing the wakeup control strategy.
Consider the homogeneous binary WSN [9] that is composed of immobile sensor nodes with the same configuration, such as the same sensing range, the same communication range, and so on. In each R/S, the sensor node in "wake" state outputs "1," representing "target existence" with detection probability P d in the presence of the target within its sensing range, or with false-alarm probability P f in the absence of the target within its sensing range. Otherwise, it will output "0," representing "no target." Although such a basic configuration is very simple, it is very challenging because there are no super nodes to support the computationally intensive central processing and control, no mobile nodes to provide additional assistances, and no powerful sensors to provide abundant information of target position and attributes.
The goal of this paper is to control the wakeup state of each node in each round in order to accomplish the task of surveillance and tracking in an energy-efficient and distributive style. Here, "wakeup" refers to "wake up sensing module" because the communication module only works in the "R/S" phase.
Remark 1: It is worth mentioning that it is possible to separately control the sensing module and the communication module of each node. For node collaboration, the round-based synchronization protocol is considered in our problem formulation. This protocol is very effective in saving communication costs due to the fact that the communication module does not work in the phase of "wake/sleep" and works in the phase of "R/S" (among the states of transmitting, receiving, and idle listening), while the "wake/sleep" phase is much longer than the "R/S" phase in a round. In other words, the energy consumption of the communication module has already been effectively saved by the round-based synchronization protocol. Thus, this paper focuses on controlling the sensing modules in a distributive style.
Remark 2: One may doubt about the importance of optimization on SWC by the fact that the sensing module consumes much less energy than the communication module, given the same operation time interval. In our opinion, controlling sensor wakeup is necessary with the following reasons:
1) The communication module sleeps in the "wake/sleep" phase, which takes up most of the portion in each round. Hence, the permitted communication operation time interval is significantly smaller than the permitted sensing operation time interval. 2) The proposed SWC does not only save the energy consumption of the sensing module. If a waked sensor finds a target, then additional energy-consumption activities, including data storage, processing, and even transmission will be further triggered, which will increase much the energy consumption. Therefore, the wakeup control method is expected to reduce the redundant target detection or the resultant redundant message transmission and hence reduce the energy consumption on communication.
If there are n binary sensor nodes, then the optimal control scheme would be selected from 2 n possible choices in each round. Obviously, this is a combinatorial optimization problem, which motivates our investigation on ACO to find a solution. The ACO method proposed by Dorigo and Stützle [18] is a new paradigm for stochastic combinatorial optimization. ACO is inspired by the foraging behavior of ants. When searching for food, ants explore the area surrounding their nest in a random manner. Once an ant finds food, it comes back to the nest. During the return trip, the ant will release a kind of chemical pheromone on the trail. The released pheromone will guide other ants to find the food. Finally, the shortest path between the ant nest and the food can be established. The ACO-based algorithms have been successfully used in many applications [19] [20] [21] . Although having many variants, the ACO methods have some common characteristics: the use of a natural metaphor, inherent parallelism, stochastic nature, adaptivity, and the use of positive feedback [19] . As mentioned in [19] , a method meeting all these characteristics can be viewed as a member of biologically inspired methods.
In our model, each sensor node is viewed as an ant, while the target is viewed as the moving food to be found. The target detection activity of a node is modeled as the food search process of an ant as follows. The event that an ant randomly walks to search the food within its search zone represents the random target detection by a node within its sensing zone; the search zone of an ant is the sensing zone of that node, i.e., the discs area centered at the node with the diameter being the sensing range; the probability that an ant finds the food within its search zone equals to the detection probability P d , i.e., the probability that the node detects the target within its sensing range; the probability that an ant falsely confirms the food existence in the absence of the food within its search zone equals to the falsealarm probability P f , i.e., the probability that the node falsely confirms the existence of the target.
By establishing the corresponding relationship between the node detection and ant search, the SWC problem is transformed into the distributive ON/OFF control of the food search activity of each ant. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we propose a novel SWC scheme based on the following collaboration processes of ant colony: "ant search," "pheromone release," "pheromone accumulation," and "pheromone-based control."
In the "ant search" process, an ant performs random search or not according to its search probability. If an ant is in the "search" state, it will randomly walk within its search zone for possible food. Otherwise, it will not move. In the "pheromone release" process, the ant will release pheromone if it finds the target. In the "pheromone diffusion" process, the newly released pheromone diffuses and then evenly distributes within the vicinity of the ant. Such a pheromone diffusion process imitates the spread of target information via node communication. In the "pheromone accumulation" process, the pheromone is accumulated from two sources, the newly released pheromone and the previously released pheromone. In the "pheromone-based control" process, the pheromone, as the measure of the possibility of food existence, is used to determine the search probability of each ant in the next round. The algorithm is described as follows.
Ant Search: The indicator of the state of an ant is defined as
where A j represents the jth ant. In the kth round, the event S j (k) = 1 happens with the "search probability" w j (k), which is determined in the (k−1)th round. The "ant search" process can be described by using the following pseudocode. { for j = 1 : n // n is the total number of sensor nodes Generate an independent random sample, s j (k), using the uniform distribution within
If an ant is not on search duty, it will wait until the next round so that the energy is saved for future use. Otherwise, the ant randomly walks within its search zone to search for the possible food.
Pheromone Release: A searching ant will confirm the food existence in two cases. The first case is that the food exists and the ant finds it. This case is characterized by the node detection probability P D . The second case is that the food does not exist but the ant makes a false confirmation. Such case is characterized by the node false-alarm probability P f . Once the food existence is confirmed, the ant will release a unit pheromone increment and stop searching in this round. The indictor of the food existence is defined as If the jth ant confirms that the food exists, then it will release a unit pheromone increment:
Releasing pheromone means that the node releases the target existence information to its neighbors. "Pheromone release" models the activity of node detection and can be implemented as follows:
Generate an independent random sample, f j (k), using the uniform distribution within
Denote by vicinity(j) the ant collection in the vicinity of the jth ant:
where l k is the spatial location of the kth ant. The localized collaboration range R c is the communication radius. Denote by |vicinity(j)| the amount of the ants within vicinity(j). Since a node will exchange message about its local time clock with its neighbors periodically, it knows the list of neighbors and thus |vicinity(j)| is known. It is worth to note that |vicinity(j)| is dynamically updated so that it is adaptive to the changes of |vicinity(j)|, e.g., the changes due to node failures.
The newly released pheromone of ant A j diffuses from its discs area to the neighboring discs areas and finally distributes uniformly within these discs areas of vicinity(j). The concentration of newly released pheromone of ant A j is τ j (k)/ |vicinity(j)|. Pheromone diffusion depicts the spread of food information.
Pheromone Accumulation: In the discs area where A i locates, the pheromone concentration is uniform and comes from two sources. One is the newly released pheromone increment ∆I i (k) of A i and/or its neighbors
Another source is the residual of previously released pheromone. The previously released pheromone concentration I i (k − 1) decreases over time and in the kth round the residual pheromone is (1 − ρ)I i (k − 1), where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the loss ratio.
As explained in the max-min ant colony system (MMACS) [20] , the pheromone should be bounded. Thus, the final accumulated pheromone concentration is given as follows: . Pheromone-Based Control: A higher pheromone concentration implies a higher probability of food existence. Therefore, the search probability should increase monotonically with the pheromone concentration because the ant closer to the food has higher possibility to find the food and thus should have more search opportunity. The pheromone concentration is linearly mapped to the "search probability" as follows:
With the search probability defined in (2.8), an ant randomly determines whether or not it should search the food in the (k+1)th round. w i (0) is initialized to be its minimum value I min i /I max i . It should be noted that the proposed SWC method is not a standard ACO approach. First, the optimal solution in the standard ACO is the shortest path, which is static and deterministic because the food is immobile. However, the optimal solution in the proposed method is temporally dynamic and stochastic because the food moves randomly. Second, in our method the random movement of an ant is limited within its local search zone, instead of the whole search space as in the standard ACO. Third, in our method the pheromone determines whether or not an ant makes a random search, instead of which search path should be chosen as in the standard ACO.
The proposed SWC scheme has multiple interesting properties. First, the implementation is distributive without requiring any leader. Therefore, it has high robustness to node and communication failures. Meanwhile, no additional communication expense of leader selection is needed. Second, it does not require the information of node position. Third, the positive feedback mechanism in collaborative optimization of ant colony supports fast state switches between "wake" and "sleep." Fourth, the pheromone for wakeup control is accumulated temporally and spatially so that the wakeup control is robust to false alarms.
III. PARAMETER DESIGN
As indicated in [27] , a proper selection of minimum and maximum pheromone levels can significantly improve the target search ability of ant colony. However, these two important parameters were determined a priori in MMACS [27] . In this section, we will present two theorems to design the two parameters I min i and I max i analytically according to the sensing task. Consider the case that the target appears at a random time and at a random location and then moves randomly within a random length of time before disappearing [8] . This is the most difficult case of target sensing because there is no rule of target movement. The performance indexes in such case can be viewed as the most conservative measure of sensing ability. The target location can be modeled by the independently uniform distribution within the surveillance zone. We have the following two theorems.
Theorem 1: Consider the homogeneous binary WSN where sensor nodes have the same configuration. The nodes are immobile after deployment and output binary confirmation: "target existence" or "no target." Suppose that the target location follows the independently uniform distribution within the surveillance zone. It is confirmed with the confidence degree β that (a)
where M max satisfies
In (3.1)-(3.5), Ψ(k) is the collection of sensor nodes within the circle R(k) (R(k) centers at the location of the target and its radius is set as the sensing distance s); |Ψ(k)| is the node number of Ψ(k); |vicinity(j)| is the number of sensor nodes within vicinity(j) defined in (2.5); n is the total number of sensor nodes within the surveillance zone; R c is the localized collaboration distance in (2.5); Ω is the area of total surveillance zone Ω; P D is the detection probability of each sensor node; P f is the false-alarm probability of each sensor node; and ρ is the loss ratio.
Proof: See Appendixes A and B.
As shown in Theorem 1, the maximum pheromone level I max j is a function of variables from three categories. The first category includes the parameters of WSN, such as the false-alarm probability, detection probability, sensing distance, and the number of sensor nodes. The second category includes the environment parameter-the area of total surveillance zone. The last category includes the parameters of ant-colony method, such as the localized collaboration distance and the pheromone loss ratio. Theorem 2: Consider the homogeneous binary WSN where sensor nodes have the same configuration. The nodes are immobile after deployment and output binary confirmation: "target existence" or "no target". If there exists a target in the surveillance zone in the kth round, then it is confirmed with the confidence degree 1 − α that (a)
where M min satisfies
with
.
In (3.6)-(3.10), Ψ(k) is the collection of sensor nodes within the circle R(k) (R(k) centers at the location of the target and its radius is set as the sensing distance s); |Ψ(k)| is the node number of Ψ(k); |vicinity(j)| is the number of sensor nodes within vicinity(j) defined in (2.5); n is the total number of nodes in surveillance zone; R c is the localized collaboration distance in (2.5) ; Ω is the area of total surveillance zone Ω; P D is the detection probability of each sensor node; P f is the false-alarm probability of each sensor node; ρ is the pheromone loss ratio; P min is the minimum surveillance probability; and M max is determined by (3.2)-(3.4) .
Proof: See Appendixes A and C. As shown in Theorem 2, the minimum pheromone level is a function of variables from four categories. The first category includes the parameters of WSN, such as the false-alarm probability, detection probability, sensing distance, and the number of sensor nodes. The second category includes the environment parameter-the area of total surveillance zone. The third category includes the performance index-the minimum surveillance probability. The last category includes the parameter of ant-colony method-localized collaboration distance.
IV. SIMULATIONS
Similar to [8] and [28] In the proposed ACO-like method, the maximum and minimum pheromones are designed by using the presented two theorems. We set ρ = 0.4 and I i (0) = I min i
. Two state-of-the-art SWC strategies introduced in Section I are used for comparison. One is the topology-oriented PEAS-based scheme with the same parameter configuration as in [8] . The leaders are selected using the standard PEAS method [12] at the beginning. Another is the surveillance-oriented RIS [9] strategy. We consider three RIS schemes: "RIS-high probability," "RIS-middle probability," and "RIS-low probability" with wakeup probability being 1, 0.5, and 0.077, respectively. The "RIS-high probability" represents the case that all nodes remain awake and thus reaches the upper bound of sensing ability with maximum energy cost. The "RIS-low probability" (i.e., the wakeup probability is the lowest wakeup probability of the proposed artificial ant-colony approach) represents the lower bound of sensing ability with minimum energy cost. The "RIS-middle probability" is the tradeoff between "RIS-high probability" and "RIS-low probability." The tracking-oriented strategy is not considered in the comparison because it requires node localization. Fig. 3 plots the curves of the total number of waked sensor nodes versus time. As shown in Fig. 3 , the three RIS schemes have a constant number of waked sensor nodes in the process of surveillance and target tracking. This is because its wakeup strategy cannot tell surveillance from tracking due to the lack of node collaboration. It can be seen that the PEAS-based scheme has 100 leaders after initialization. Though there is no target in the interval [0, 20] , the number of waked sensor nodes in the PEAS-based scheme still significantly increases to more than 400 because of the sensor false alarms.
In time intervals [0, 20] and [120, 140] , where there is no target, the proposed scheme approaches to the "RIS-low probability," as shown in Fig. 3 . This validates the effectiveness of the presented parameter design theorems. In interval [20, 120] , where the target appears, the total number of waked sensor nodes increases. This validates that the proposed wakeup control scheme is adaptive to the task switches between surveillance and target tracking. The number of waked sensor nodes by the proposed method is much smaller than that by the PEAS-based scheme because the proposed scheme exploits both temporal and spatial accumulation of the target information, and thus it is robust to false alarms. After time 120, the target leaves the surveillance zone and the number of waked sensor nodes by the proposed scheme promptly returns to the minimum level. It implies that the positive feedback mechanism of pheromone accumulation supports the fast task switch between surveillance and target tracking. Fig. 4 shows the number of valid waked sensor nodes that detect the true target. The curves of PEAS-based scheme and the "RIS-high probability" scheme are almost overlapped, which implies that they wake up almost all the valid nodes. This is because the PEAS-based scheme wakes up all possible valid sensor nodes for the best sensing ability. However, as shown in Fig. 5 , the PEAS-based scheme and the three RIS schemes have almost the same ratio of the number of valid waked sensor nodes to that of the total waked sensor nodes, which is much smaller than that of the proposed method. Fig. 6 shows the estimation error of target position, i.e., the distance between the actual target position and the centroid of the valid waked sensor nodes. Again, it can be seen that the PEASbased scheme and the "RIS-high probability" scheme reach the low bound of positioning error because all valid sensor nodes are waked. From Figs. 3 and 6 , we find that the proposed scheme with about 80 waked sensor nodes approaches to the low bound of position error, which is reached by the RIS scheme with 500 waked sensor nodes or the PEAS-based scheme with 450 waked sensor nodes.
The number of sending messages is a key performance index, representing the communication burden caused by collaborative sensing. Fig. 7 shows the statistics of message sending. Because the RIS strategy has no task collaboration, the "RIS-high probability," "RIS-middle probability." and "RIS-low probability" schemes do not need to send any message of the target information for wakeup control. One can see that the proposed method can significantly decrease the number of sending messages compared with the PEAS-based scheme because only the nodes that confirm "target existence" (no matter it is triggered by the target or false alarm) will send messages in our method.
The PEAS-based scheme is designed to collect the target information as much as possible via node collaboration and thus reaches the upper bounds of the number of valid node and position accuracy. Very differently, the proposed scheme recursively accumulates the temporal and spatial information of the target, which represents the target existence possibility within the vicinity of the node. Such a joint spatial-temporal information accumulation process has high robustness to false alarms and the accumulated target information can reliably and effectively wake up the correct nodes. Therefore, the energy consumption in both sensing and communication is saved.
Apart from the aforementioned simulations of tracking a Brownian-motion target, we also performed experiments for the following cases: 1) tracking a constant-velocity (CV) target; and 2) tracking two crossed CV targets, as shown in Figs. 8-10 and Figs. 11-13 , respectively. The left column is for the proposed method and the right column is for the PEAS-based method. The RIS method was not used in this experiment because in RIS each node is waked, randomly and independently, with the same wakeup probability so that its wakeup nodes remain uniformly scattered. To save space, we only show the wakeup result in a couple of rounds. The results in other rounds are similar. In Figs. 8-13 , " * " represents the valid wakeup nodes, which are "wake" and find the target; "+" represents the invalid wakeup nodes, which are "wake" but fail to find the target; and "." represents "sleep" nodes. The target is plotted by " " for the proposed method and by " " for the PEAS-based method. Through counting the number of " * " and examining whether " * " surrounds the target, we can roughly evaluate the methods' performance to detect and localize the target. Through counting the number of "+,"we can evaluate the invalid energy cost. It is clear that the proposed method has a similar number (e.g., about 11-13 in the first case) of valid nodes but much less (about 50) invalid nodes compared with the PEAS-based method (with about 120 invalid nodes).
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper presented a biologically inspired method of SWC in WSNs for joint surveillance and target tracking. Compared with the existing solutions, the proposed method has many advantages. First, it allows for distributed implementation without requiring a centralized control by cluster leaders. Thus, the problems caused by leader failures can be avoided and the additional cost of leader selection is saved. Second, the pheromone is temporally and spatially accumulated for SWC so that the proposed method is robust to false alarms, which are inevitable in WSN due to the complex environment and limited sensing ability of each node. Third, the proposed method does not require node localization. In addition, the minimum and maximum pheromone, which are two key parameters in ant colony-based methods, are analytically designed in the proposed method. Simulations were carried out to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
One merit of the proposed biologically inspired SWC is that it does not need the information of node location. However, at the application level, node location is often required. Therefore, one interesting question is that if it is possible to further save the power consumption in the proposed method by introducing a start-up node location procedure? From the viewpoint of information fusion, adding a start-up node location procedure will certainly introduce more information and hence lead to further improvement. However, how to design the corresponding algorithm needs more investigation because utilizing such information will require additional computational and storage cost. To the best of our knowledge, designing such a start-up node location method is still an open problem because the associated biological paradigm is not available yet.
In the proposed method, the adjacent nodes exchange information and node wakeup is involved in data transmission. In the case that the localized collaboration range R C is less than or equals to the one-hop communication distance (as in our simulations), the adjacent nodes can directly exchange information and thus no data routing is needed. In the case that R C is greater than the one-hop communication distance but less than m (m ≥ 2) times the one-hop communication distance, data routing will be needed but the data transmission will be finished within at most m steps. Because node wakeup is coupled with data transmission, it will be an interesting yet open problem to design a cost-effective data routing scheme for the proposed biologically inspired SWC method.
APPENDIX A DEFINITIONS FOR THEOREMS 1 AND 2
Throughout the paper, we use P {} and P {|} to represent prior probability and conditional probability, respectively. The indicator of food existence confirmation triggered by a true target is defined as follows: One important parameter of the sensor node is the detection probability P D . It represents the probability that one ant confirms "target existence" if it is awake and the target is in its sensing range
Obviously, it is impossible that the target triggers A j 's confirmation of target existence in the case that the ant does not search or the target does not appear in its sensing range. We have,
Another important parameter of the sensor is the probability of false alarm P f . It represents the probability that one ant reports "target existence" caused by clutters
Obviously, it is impossible that the clutters trigger A j 's confirmation of target existence in the case that the sensor is asleep or the target triggers A j 's confirmation. We have,
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
B.1. Determining the Upper Bound of |vicinity(j)|
Consider that the target location follows the uniform distribution within the surveillance zone. It represents the least a priori information about the target location and hence is the most difficult case to deal with. The probability that the target appears in the sensing range of a sensor node P E is calculated as
The deployment of sensor nodes in a given field can be modeled as a realization of a spatial point process, governing the event that n nodes are located in a bounded area. When n is large and the nodes are distributed independently and uniformly, the number of sensor nodes in an arbitrary area inside the surveillance zone obeys the homogeneous Poisson process. That is to say, the number of nodes in any subset Θ of the surveillance zone Ω obeys Poisson distribution with mean n Θ / Ω , where Θ and Ω are the areas of Θ and Ω, respectively. Therefore, we obtain the probability distribution function of the node number in vicinity(j) as
where λ 1 = nπR 2 c / Ω . Given the confidence degree β, we can determine M max , the upper bound of the node number in vicinity(j), satisfying
(Because the sleep node cannot detect the possible target and thus no confirmation will be reported.)
, it is impossible to obtain T j (k) = 1 in the absence of target.)
(In surveillance, the value of E j (k) is unknown before the sleep/wakeup design, thus the design of S j (k) is independent of E j (k).)
B.3. Determining the Maximum Pheromone Threshold
The new pheromone increment in (2.6) is rewritten as and further make decision with the confidence degree β that
[Using (B3)]
The ultimate pheromone accumulation in (2.7) is 
C.1. Determining the Surveillance Probability
The surveillance probability P g (k) is Now, we need to determine the two probabilities in the right side of (C1). The first probability can be derived as follows:
P {T j (k) = 1, S j (k) = 1|E j (k) = 1} = P {S j (k) = 1|E j (k) = 1} × P {T j (k) = 1|E j (k) = 1, S j (k) = 1} (In surveillance, the value of E j (k) is unknown before the sleep/wakeup design, thus the design of S j (k) is independent of E j (k).) = P {S j (k) = 1}P {T j (k) = 1|S j (k) = 1, E j (k) = 1} = w j (k)P D .
(C2)
The second probability can be obtained as follows:
(Because C j (k) has nothing to do with E j (k) in the case that T j (k) is known.)
Put (C2) and (C3) into (C1), we have
C.2. Determining the Lower Bound of |Ψ(t)|
Due to the random node deployment and random target movement, |Ψ(k)| is a random variable. Therefore, (C4) cannot be calculated directly. Here, we derive, with a certain confidence degree, the low bound of |Ψ(k)| to support the further derivation of the minimum wakeup probability.
The deployment of sensor nodes in a given field can be modeled as a realization of a spatial point process, governing the event that n nodes are located in a bounded area. When n is large and the nodes are distributed independently and uniformly, the number of sensor nodes in an arbitrary area inside the surveillance zone obeys the homogeneous Poisson Process. A property of this process is that the number of nodes in any subset Θ of the surveillance zone Ω obeys Poisson distribution with mean being n Θ / Ω , where Θ and Ω are the areas of Θ and Ω, respectively. We obtain the probability distribution function of the node number in R(k) as
